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Introduction
Advertising and Public Relations start their mission from focusing 

on feelings of their audiences to find a client or to change its relations, 
attitude or thinking. These two subjects have many similarities, but 
they are different for whom the information intended to reach and 
how it should affect the target audience. Until recently, advertising 
was an instrument to inform the audience to find clients. Today, 
advertising becomes more targeted, cost-efficient and search oriented. 
To illustrate, Google, Yandex and other search engines offer unique 
advertising opportunities to access clients worldwide, which no other 
media can offer for available budget and for 24 hours a day.

Concerning public relations, previously it was an instrument to 
work and communicate effectively with public. Today, public relations 
covers areas related to leading and changing public views and thinking. 
For example, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and other social media 
allow organizations not only access, communicate with the public but 
also tackle key issues, access new social groups and constantly involve 
them to change their thinking, attitudes and character. As the first step 
to define the challenging issues and implications of the two subjects, 
it is necessary to overview the instruments of advertising and public 
relations from angle of historical changes. Therefore, Table 1 outlines 
major instruments of advertising and public relations of the past, 
present and in the future.

Table 1 shows main instruments of advertising and public 
relations. Analyzing the Table, one can conclude that advertising and 
public relations are gradually changing from mass to target media, and 
in future, it will change to interactive target media. This is one of the 
challenging issues from technological point. Companies, which will 
be first to acquire those technologies will have competitive advantage 
and can grow their audiences enormously. Analysis supports that the 
effects of changing technology are of great concern to the advertising 
and PR industries [1]. The review of literature and papers will provide a 
broader scope of knowledge and understanding of advertising and PR 
effects on people, their behavior and the future. According to marketing 
theory [2], advertising and public relations is a part of the promotion 
mix, which relates to persuading audiences to buy products, concepts 
and ideas. Here [2], advertising defined as any paid of nonpersonal 
presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services whereas public 
relations defined as nonpaid, nonpersonal stimulation of demand for a 
product, service or business unit by planning significant news about it 
or a favorable presentation of it in the media. 

However, which is the best tool to sell products, advertising 

or public relation? There is no simple answer as they are part of 
the marketing field which requires many other factors to be taken 
into account. Bittlingmayer G [3] suggests that when looking at the 
problems the firms faces in promoting their goods, one can understand 
why advertising used in some cases and not in others. It is true that it 
depends on how big is the company, what is the budget etc. 

The Table 2 shows the outcome of preliminary evaluation of the 
differences of advertising and public relations on key components, 
classified from personal experience.
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Abstract
The paper overviews theories and present challenging issues of advertising and public relations and their 

implications in the context of classified components and factors. It is important to evaluate these two subjects on 
similarities and differences, and their challenges and implications from positive and negative points. It helps to 
outline key ideas and perspectives for further studies of topics. 

Advertising Public Relations
Past
(from 1930  
to 2000)

-TV
-Radio
-Newspaper
-Booklets/Catalogs
-Boards
-Telephone
-Outdoor advertising

-TV interviews/broadcast
-Radio interviews/broadcast
-Newspaper articles
-Press-conferences
-Telephone communication
-PR campaigns (offline)
-Public speaking (offline)

ICT Era
(from 2000-
2025)

-Internet
-Web-sites
-Emails
-Online Catalogs
-Search Engine
-Social Media
-Mobile/Smart phone

-Web content (articles, video, interviews etc.)
-Web interactions/streaming
-Multimedia press relations
-Social Media Communication
-Email communication
-Mobile/Smart phone communication
-Online Communication/News/Contests/
Feedbacks
-Online Communication Campaigns
-Online Televised Public Speaking and 
Communication

Future
(from 2025-
2050)

-Super smart phones
-Electronics and gadgets 
with internet access
-Social Media
-Search Engines
-Holographic/Interactive 
smart technologies/
gadgets for advertising

-Super smart phones
-Interactive Social Media Communication
-Individual and corporate online channels 
(video, content, polls etc.)
-Holographic/Interactive smart 
technologies/gadgets for communication

Table 1: Instruments of advertising and public relations (past, present, future).
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Table 2 shows that public relations include broader knowledge of 
audiences, scope of activities and factors to communicate effectively 
with target audiences compared to advertising. It is a huge area, which 
requires many competences and skills to persuade, analyze and build 
relationships. However, many organizations hire advertising specialist 
to take the role of public relations. Because many see public relations 
as an area which help to promote ideas, products or personalities 
and relate it to distribution of press-releases to the target audiences. 
It is a wrong perception and probably one of the main reasons why 
afterwards PR perceived negatively [4]. Advertising specialists cannot 
be the best PR specialists without training and education. From Table 
3, one can conclude that is a key issue why many organizations fail PR 
campaigns with their approaches with human resources. 

Why advertising and PR are on the agenda of almost all 
organizations? Why should organizations can apply various other 
tools?

Now, we can compare advertising and public relations with other 
instruments of promotion mix to show their advantages. Table 3 
compares four elements of promotion mix.

Table 3 shows why advertising and public relations are of the 
highest priority for organizations. One can see that advertising and 
PR are wide in audience scope, which is main factor to reach potential 
customers. One the other side, only PR can improve organization’s 
image via effective communication on negative information from 
customers, state bodies etc. Application of PR is also wide and it 
includes not only business customers but also government, public 
organization and individuals [5].

The Tables 2 and 4 demonstrates also how important the challenges 
and implications of the advertising and publics relations to customers, 
governments, public organizations, individuals and generally to our 
societies. 

After overviewing the technological trends, main components of 
advertising and public relations and their comparison with elements 
of promotion mix, the next step is to classify their challenging issues. 
Table 4 outlines key challenges of advertising and public relations in 
various areas [6].

From analysis of literature, internet and personal experiences, 
Table 4 consists of at least 8 challenging issues of advertising and public 
relations. The Table indicates positive and negative challenges in these 
areas. From all, the most important issues are the corporate efficiency 
and development as well as issues related to ethics, transparency and 
trends. Their implications are so high that it can grow the business 
instantly or destroy it with only one action or campaign. For example, 
the one campaign with the highest cost will increase the sales of 
product many times so that it will increase the market share of the 
organization and its image at the same time. However, in a case when 
low budget advertising will create negative feelings in segments of 
the organization, which had high market share, advertising can cause 
spreading of negative word of mouth and end business only because of 
cultural perception, content or ethical issues [7].

Taking challenges as key factor for further study, the following 
Table 5 shows positive and negative implications of advertising and 
public relations actions.

Based on factors analyzed above, Table 5 focuses on 6 major 

Advertising Public Relations
Purpose Inform to sell Communicate to sell, solve, lead, change or build relationship, image, 

reputation
Structures in organizations Business Business, Politics, Government, NGO and etc.
Objects and Areas Products and Services, Organization, Ideas, Projects All, including resources, HR, other clients, policies, procedures, 

processes, R&D etc.
Content for audience Spots, banners, video, messages, announcement etc. Messages, Articles, Presentations, Dialogues, Discussions, Interviews etc.
Value for organization Profitability Profitability, Image and Reputation
Delivery of Content Paid [2] Nonpaid [2]
Expenditures Design, Production, Distribution Design, Production
Business Audience Perspective, New and Loyal Customers All type of customers, including unsatisfied, with problems, complains etc. 

Also employees, partners, suppliers and distributors
Non-business Audience No Government, Media, Competitors, Public Organizations, Supporters, 

Opponents etc.
Key factor Quality of Advertising, Key Message and Creativity, Time, 

Place, Appropriateness and Trustworthiness of Ads
Key Message, Effectiveness of Communication Skills, Time, Place, 

Appropriateness and Trustworthiness of Content and Communication

Table 2: Differences of advertising and public relations.

Advertising Public Relations Personal selling Sales Promotion
Purpose Inform and sell Communicate and sell Personal oral communication Stimulate and sell
Costs High Medium Medium Low
Cost Structure Distribution Campaign Access, Transport, Telephone Coupons, Billboards, Information list
Scope of audience Wide Wide Individual, local Loyal or new customers of the 

store, shop, brand
Objects Existing, New or future 

products
Products, Employees, Partners, Media, 
Stakeholders, etc. Negative information, 
crisis, complains

Existing products Existing products, products which 
expire or with low demand/sales

Key Factor Ads content, Channel PR content, Channel, Communication 
skills

Place, price, Advantages of product, 
Presentation skills

Price, place

Application Business, Public, Government 
(Social Ads)

Business, Government, Public, 
Individuals

Business, Public Business, Public

Table 3: Comparison of promotion mix elements.
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# Areas Challenges 
Positive Negative

1 Technology -Better targeting; -Better interaction; -Increasing audiences with 
minimal budgets and quickly

-Fear of technology [4]
-Requires resources and time to handle new technology

2 Web, Social Media, 
Channels

-Offer many tools to inform and communicate
-Digital and Interactive TV channels can stimulate new growth

-Require creativity and new approaches on a constant base
-Require consistency, interactive and appropriate 
information to succeed

3 Regulations [10] and 
Trends

-There is a room for new ideas and innovations that can stimulate 
advertising and public communication

-Advertising regulations take time to learn and adapt the 
content [10] -The decreasing role of traditional journalism [6]

4 Audience -Have many options for interaction; 
-Easy to involve audiences
-Hyper-Personalized Content [6]
-Opportunity to access international and global audiences easily
-Real Time Crisis/Problem monitoring [6]

-Negative experiences make it difficult to attract and 
communicate with audiences
-Many audiences can create content which form negative 
perception in target audiences
-Language and cultural differences can fail campaigns [10]

5 Intellectual Rights Issues -Opportunity to patent and communicate the same brand for all 
markets 

-Easy to copy, distribute materials and products to profit by 
third sides 

6 Ethical issues [2,5] and 
Transparency [6]

-Promote universal corporate culture and ethics of the organization
-Demonstrate image and transparency of a organization via PR 
materials and information
-Increase credibility of the organization and its products [7]

-Using materials in own way for many unethical purposes
-Advertising products without informing about low quality, 
absent features, harmful effects for people or children [2]
-Using PR to win elections, offend, humiliate or realize 
campaigns without benefiting public

7 Corporate Efficiency and 
Development

-Apply PR for effective, integrated approach [6] to grow organization
-Via communication improve products and services for customers
-Balancing budgets using new technologies and its momentum effects 
for sales and profitability 

-Using advertising and PR only for profiting without 
improving and developing organization, its products, 
processes etc.
-High spending on advertising and public relations without 
positive effect on corporate development, sales or efficiency

8 Learning and Educating -Learn new competences and knowledges via Advertising and PR [8]
-Educating HR on new competences and knowledges can improve 
adaption to new technologies, audiences and markets

-Leading and Educating require investments and 
development of knowledge systems

Table 4: Challenges of advertising and public relations.

# Actions Implications
Positive Negative

1 Advertising -High sales of products via advertising can stimulate investments 
in new areas of research and product development, so that it will 
stimulate the growth of economy via creating new jobs and ventures
-Positive advertising can create new ideas and inspire people for 
creative ideas, new businesses etc. 
-Advertising allow to distribute the best corporate values and 
cultures so that stimulating many cultures for new living standards, 
technologies etc.
-Advertising help inform target audiences or remind them about the 
organization
-Social advertising can stimulate people for positive actions to support 
and save state or private programs

-Too often ads, create addiction of people for buying 
unnecessary products; create ignorance and annoyance if ads 
or communication not appropriate or in time
-Advertised harmful products can increase cases of health 
problems in society, when a government did not plan in terms 
of budgets, HR and resources
-High costs of advertising can hurt organization financial 
indicators and growth
-Advertising can hurt perception of people and build their 
negative feeling to countries, products, languages, attributes, 
people with other race, ethnicity etc. if the content is not 
appropriate and well adapted. As a result, it can fail any 
campaign with a huge cost for the organization

2 Public Relation 
Communication

-PR can resolve corporate, business and customer issues and build 
positive relationship with all clients (employees, partners, stakeholders, 
media, governments, competitors) which will give better access to wide 
audiences in a short period of time
-PR can help customers and audiences better understand the 
organization, its next steps and future perspectives
-PR builds trust and loyalty via sensible details and explanations to 
spread positive word of mouth 

-PR requires constant attention to the audience and effective 
communication on a constant base
-High cost of PR without effect can lead to ignorance of PR as 
the tool to communicate  
-Non-professional PR can lead to negative reaction of 
the clients (employees, partners, stakeholders, media, 
governments, competitors) that can hurt organization.
-Audiences can experience bad feelings from interaction and 
further communication with organization

3 Building image and 
reputation via Ads and 
PR

Advertising and PR can build image and reputation of organization so 
that audiences know the it well and can trust its products or services

Organizations become very vulnerable to negative word of 
mouth, negative information or complaints from customers that 
can hurt the business, its image or sales

4 New technologies of 
advertising and PR

Improve access, efficiency and communication with audiences -Create negative feelings and fear to use, communicate and 
trust if organizations do not protect private information or 
respond slowly

5 Usage of Social Media 
for Ads and PR

-Help to communicate, grow audiences and interact on various issues
-Increase sells and positive word of mouth easily

-Competitors do benchmarking and access data of clients
-Negative information or complains instantly reach all followers 
or friends of organizations

6 Framing [9] With professional team, framing helps to understand how people 
evaluate information provided via advertising and public relations. 
It improves activities and information for sales and effective 
communication

It can be difficult for audiences if the framing team will change 
and customers will not understand a new team’s approaches 
and messages. This can stimulate audiences for a new brand, 
product, organization

Table 5: Implications of advertising and public relations.
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positive and negative implications. It shows that advertising and public 
relations require professionalism and special approaches in order to 
bring positive outcome and effects. Sometimes, it does not matter 
the amount of budget for advertising and public relations but rather 
the content or skills, which can draw positive or negative feeling of 
the potential audience. If information creates a negative feeling in 
customers, they will try to avoid the organization and its products until 
they will get convinced that the product is the best in the market. Vice 
versa, if it creates positive feeling, nothing stops customers from buying 
or interacting with organization [8]. 

The worst case is when advertised harmful products with positive 
effect on customers stimulate sales. If not in short term, but in long term 
this will hurt customers and it will be late to do anything. However, it 
depends on many factors when it hurts the organization directly. 

 Table 6 demonstrate the level of implications of harmful products 
and services based on effects from advertising and PR.

From Table 6 above, one can see that advertising and PR of harmful 
products can have different level of negative implications for producers 
and consumers. When the truth becomes open, the implications are 
bad for both an organization and those who consumed the products 
and became sick, for example. The problem is that the negative 
implications for consumers are high in any case whereas producers will 
not face any negative implications until it becomes clear that products 
are harmful [9].

The organization will face negative implications only when harmful 
effects become open as a truth after negative cases or experiments [10]. 
The point is that the truth can become open after 5 years or 50 years. 
Until that time, many changes can happen that it will be difficult to find 
responsible person or team for producing or advertising the harmful 
products. From ethical issues, for example, for medical products, it 
requires regulations for transparency and open research data. 

The paper aimed to define not only challenges and implications 
of advertising and public relations, but also classify them for further 
evaluation and analysis. The results of this paper calls for further 
studies and investigations to evaluate many factors and implications of 
advertising and public relations in detail. In addition, analysis requires 
in terms of market volume of advertising and PR, number of companies 
and key media channels in terms of audience, scope, convenience etc. 

Moreover, it is necessary to do research in areas of future 
technologies to define trends of advertising and public relations for 
mid and long term period. From economical point, research and 
classification of efficiency measurement tools for advertising and 
public relations will provide better understanding how organizations 
and companies will perceive these two demanding areas for informing 
and communicating with target audiences.
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